MOHAMMED    AND   CHARLEMAGNE
6tfi century,1 and the conciliary collections of Aries served as a
model for all subsequent collections.2 In 513 Pope Symmachus
conferred upon him the right to wear the pallium, and made him
his representative in Gaul. In the year 500 he had assumed the
direction of a profligate monastery on an island in the Rhone near
Aries, and had provided it with a rule.3 Then, in 512, he founded
at Aries a convent for women, which in 523 already contained
400 nuns. He gave it a rule, but was careful not to make it too
severe, and he allowed for reading, dressmaking, the singing of
hymns, and the writing of fair copies. He placed the convent
under the protection of Rome.
His sermons, which were simple and popular, of which he
despatched the manuscripts in all directions, had an enormous
influence, in Gaul, Spain and Italy.
Like Saint Cacsarius in Gaul, Saint Benedict was the great
religious figure of the 6th century in Italy, Born, probably, near
Spoleto, he was educated in Rome before he withdrew to the
solitude of Subiaco. Ascetics gathered round him. In 529 he settled
down with them at Monte Cassino, His rule owed much to the
rules of Cassianus, Rufmus and Saint Augustine. It did not prescribe
studies, although it mentions books to be read in Lent; it was
practical in quality without excessive austerity. It was owing to
the neighbourhood of Rome that it eventually became of world-
wide importance.
The diffusion of monasticism at this period was extraordinary**
1 i, duchesne, fbstcs episfopaux de Vandenn* G<*«/<% vol. lt 2nd ed,» 1907,
p. *45<
8	Ibid., pp. 142 ct Mq,
9	schubekt, Gcxhichtt <&r (hristlkhcH Kirche Im FriikmittcMter, p. dl*
* Saint Columban (d, 615) arrived in Gaul in 590. C£ de mowsau, Its
missions m&Uwks, 1932> p. x88. We read m hauck, Kinhfngcsthichte Deutsth*
Itmds, vol.!, pp. 288 et ,tff, of the great number of monasteries which were
founded in imitation of that of Luxeuil in the 7th century, especially in the
North. One must take this influence into account, besides that of the Mediter-
ranean. It seems that tuxeuil Beanie more famous than L£rin$; ibidn vol I,
pM296, However, the rule of Saint Columban, which was too ascetic, was
not maintained, but was replaced by that of Saint Benedict,
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